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environmental question. Further, there is reasonable assurance that the
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ATTACHMENT A

EXEMPTION FROM SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 4.3.4.1.2.a. and b.

A. DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT REQUEST

This license amendment request proposes a one time exemption from
Surveillance Requirements 4.3.4.1.2.a. and b. for Unit 1 until 7 days from
the Unit 2 return to full power following the equipment outage which
started on November 7, 1987.

Changes to the Technical Specifications of Operating License No. DPR-80 are
noted in the marked-up copy of the applicable Technical Specification
(Attachment B).

B. BACKGROUND

1. PLANT CONDITION

a. Unit 1

Unit 1 is currently at 100 percent power with turbine control in
manual. On November 5, 1987, the Westinghouse P-2000 computer
failed. In the automatic mode of turbine valve operation, the
P-2000 computer controls the position of the turbine valves to
allow startup, normal operations, testing and automatic loading
and unloading of the turbine. On November 7, 1987, the cause of
the P-2000 computer failure was identified as being a partial
electronic card failure. Replacing this card at power has a high
probability of causing a turbine trip and reactor trip. The
plant can still operate at 100 percent power because this card
failure does not affect manual control of the turbine.

b. Unit 2

On November 7, 1987, Unit 2 was manually tripped due to arcing in
the C phase of the generator motor-operated disconnecting link
(HOD) which connects the generator's main leads to the main
transformers. The HOD is a custom built unit for DCPP. There
are currently no known spare MODs available for installation.
Based on conversations with the vendor, complete rebuilding of
the HOD is estimated to take 1 to 2 months. Another HOD similar
to DCPP's has been identified. An investigation is currently
being conducted to determine if this MOD can be modified for use
at DCPP. If this HOD can be modified, it is estimated to take 1

to 2 weeks to complete this modification and reinstallation.

2. DESCRIPTION OF TURBINE CONTROL SYSTEM

Diablo Canyon utilizes a Digital Electrohydraulic (DEH) Control system
to control turbine valve positioning. Stop valves and control valves
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control steam flow to the high pressure turbine and the intercept and
reheat stop valves control steam flow to the low pressure turbines.
All of these valves close automatically in response to the dumping of
emergency trip fluid which wi 11 occur in an overspeed trip or other
turbine trip condition.

In normal operation, each stop valve is held open against a closing
spring force by high pressure fluid acting on the servo-actuator
piston. Each stop valve has a dump valve that opens if the emergency
trip fluid pressure is dumped. Hhen the dump valve opens the high
pressure fluid drains and the stop valve, equipped with large closing
springs, closes rapidly.

Control (governor) valves adjust the inflow of steam to the turbine in
response to the speed or load demand placed on the turbine-generator.
Each has a servo valve and a dump valve. The servo valve receives an
electrical input from the electronic controller and positions the
steam valve through the control of high pressure fluid to the
servo-actuator. The electronic controller is a digital processor
receiving turbine speed, generator megawatt output and first stage
pressure feedbacks. The control (governor) valve will move rapidly to
the fully-closed position if.the dump valve is opened by a trip or
protective device that dumps the emergency trip fluid.
Intercept and reheat stop valves are held open by high pressure fluid
operating on the pistons of the servo-actuators. Each intercept valve
has a dump valve that is connected to a common control emergency trip
fluid header. The dump valves will open in response to a dump of the
emergency trip fluid and close the intercept valves. Reheat stop
valves have dump valves that are connected to the common stop
emergency trip fluid header. Reheat stop valves will close in
response to a dump of the stop emergency trip fluid.
The DEH control system controls the flow of steam to the turbine and
permits the selection of the desired turbine speed and acceleration
rates. The primary speed channel, generator megawatt output, and
turbine impulse stage pressure are the primary feedbacks to the valve
electronic controller which positions the control (governor) valves.If the turbine accelerates from its normal speed, the primary speed
channel and servo valve on each control valve will rapidly reduce the
fluid pressure acting on the control valve servo-actuators. This
causes the control valves to close until the turbine returns to normal
speed.

Should the turbine reach an overspeed condition, the overspeed
protection controller will activate with loss of load or at an
overspeed setpoint of approximately 103 percent and automatically open
solenoid valves that will drain the control emergency trip fluid and
cause the control valves and interceptor valves to close.

There is also a mechanical overspeed trip valve which consists of an
eccentric weight, trigger and cup valve that will activate at an
overspeed setpoint of approximately ill percent and drain the autostop
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oil. This releases pressure on the diaphragm of the interface valve
which then opens and drains the emergency trip fluids closing the
control, stop, reheat intercept, and reheat stop valves.

As a backup to the mechanical overspeed trip, if a speed corresponding
to 111.5 percent of rated 1s sensed by the overspeed protection speed
sensing circuit a solenoid valve is actuated on the auto-stop oil
system which dumps the auto stop o11 generating a turbine trip which
would close all the turbine steam 1nlet valves.

Surveillance Requirements 4.3.4.1.2.a. and b. ensure that all the
turbine steam 1nlet valves are capable of closing to protect the
turbine from excessive overspeed. Protection from turbine excessive
overspeed is required since excessive overspeed of the turbine could
generate potentially damaging missiles which could 1mpact and damage
safety related components, equipment or structures.

The present requirement to cycle the turbine control valves weekly and
to directly observe the movement of the valves every 31 days is based
on a Hestinghouse recommendation for Hestinghouse turbines. This test
interval was developed for fossil units and carried over to nuclear
units due to similarity 1n design. Fossil un1ts produced steam with
much greater particulate (1mpurities) content than is permitted in
nuclear units. These impurities required more frequent valve
surve1llance to insure reliable operation. Also, foss11 un1ts and
early pressurized water reactors ut1l'ized phosphate chemistry 1n their
condensate. The phosphate based chemistry control contributed to
valve 1noperabil1ty. Improved valve des1gn, all-volatile feedwater
treatment (AVT) chemistry control for the condensate system, and an
1ncrease in the body of knowledge concerning turbine valve reliab1lity
mit1gates the original reasons for frequent valve testing. Frequent
valve test1ng has remained a requirement even though its necessity has
not been established.

3. EFFECT OF PERFORMING SURVEILLANCE IN PRESENT PLANT CONDITION

Normally, turbine valve testing is performed with the DEH system in
automatic. This allows the DEH system to respond to the change in
steam flow through the turbine and maintain generator load by opening
the three governor valves that are not be1ng exercised. The
load-sensing feedback provided by the DEH system minimizes load
swings.

However, under present Unit 1 conditions, the turbine valve testing
would have to be performed with the DEH system in manual. This
requires one operator to be stationed at the turbine and one to be at
the DEH panel in the control room.

To perform this test, power is reduced to approximately 90 percent
where the unit can still be operated with one of the four control
governor valves completely closed. A set of governor and stop valves
are selected to be tested. The operator at the turb1ne isolates the
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DEH fluid to the selected governor valve which results in the governor
valve slowly closing. The operator in the control room opens the
other governor valves in response to the closing of the governor valve
being tested in order to maintain generator load. Once the governor
valve in test is fully closed, the operator at the turbine isolates
the DEH fluid to the associated stop valve. This allows the stop
valve to close. Then the DEH fluid is restored to the stop valve and
the valve opens. The DEH fluid is next, restored to the governor valve
by the operator at the turbine. As the governor valve opens, the
operator in the control room is maintaining generator load by closing
the other three governor valves. Each set of governor and stop valves
is handled this way.

The valve testing of each set of reheat stop and intercept valves
would be identical to the normal test methods since the test circuit
for these valves does not rely on automatic turbine controller to
operate. However, since the automatic turbine control system is not
available, the effect of closing the reheat steam inlet valves might
result in undesirable load swings since the turbine cannot
automatically respond to the load change.

The difficultyof performing these tests in manual is that it requires
precise coordination between an operator at the turbine and an
operator in the control room. Also, by removing DEH fluid to cause
the respective valve to close, it makes it difficult for the operator
in the control room to anticipate the rate of valve movement and
respond accurately with the other valves. If movement of the
remaining governor valves does not adequately respond to the movement
of the governor valve in test, it could result in a plant trip.
Although DCPP has developed a procedure to manually test the valves,it has never been performed.

4. RELIABILITYOF TURBINE OVERSPEED PROTECTION SYSTEH

Based upon surveillance testing results since initial operation of
Units 1 and 2, the operation of these turbine control valves has been
demonstrated to be very reliable with no occurrence of identified
equipment problems.

Technical Specifications require demonstrating the operability of the
turbine overspeed protection system by:

a. 't least once per 7 days cycling of specified valves at least one
complete cycle from the running position.

b.

C.

At least once per 31 days by direct observation of the movement
of the specified valves through one complete cycle from the
running position.

At least once per 18 months by performing a channel calibration
of the turbine overspeed protection system.
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d. At least once per 40 months by disassembling at least one of each
of the specif1ed valves and performing a visual and surface
inspection of valve seats, disks and stems and verifying no
unacceptable flaws or corrosion.

Based upon the current operating experience of both units to date, and
the performance of these surveillances, no significant problems
relating to the capability or function of the overspeed protection
system have occurred.

The tests for item a above have been performed 125 times for Unit l
and over 85 times for Unit 2 with no identified valve st1cking or
other equipment problems.

The test for item b involves an individual observing the valves while
performing 1tem a. This has been performed at least 25 times on Unit
1 and at least 15 times on Unit 2 with no identified problems.

Hh1le this one-t1me exemption request does not affect requirements c
and d, no unacceptable results have been obtained during the
performance of these surveillance requirements on either unit.

5. PROBABILISTIC EVALUATION OF REDUCTION IN TURBINE VALVE TEST FREQUENCY
(HCAP-11525)

Based upon Diablo Canyon specific PRA results, a seven and thirty-one
day surveillance test requirement of these turbine control valves is
not necessary to meet the NRC's rel1ability criteria for turbine
systems.

Currently turbine valve testing is conducted on a weekly basis.
Conducting a test of the turbine valves requires that the plant's
power level be reduced to approx1mately 90 percent of the maximum
power level. This power reduct1on places unnecessary thermal and
pressure cycles on plant equipment which may result in a reduction of
overall plant safety and reliability. In addition, 1nadvertent
reactor trips are more likely during the transient power reduction and
increase.

The Hestinghouse Owner's Group Turbine Valve Test Frequency Evaluation
Subgroup was formed to determine an appropriate test frequency
1nterval. The results of this evaluation are documented in
HCAP-11525, "Probabilistic Evaluation of Reduction in Turb1ne Valve
Test Frequency". HCAP-11525 was subm1tted to the NRC on the Prai re
Island Un1ts 1 and 2 docket. Salem has submitted or will be
submitting th1s request to the NRC to extend the frequency for the
surveillance testing.

The evaluat1on performed consisted of construct1on of fault trees w1th
the top event giving the annual probability or frequency of overspeed.
Failures of turbine valves and overspeed protection components were
modeled in the fault trees as a function of the valve test interval.
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DCPP data was used to quant1fy the fault trees. The probability of
overspeed was calculated for various test 1ntervals. The evaluation
also determined the probability of missile generat1on at an overspeed
condition. The probability of overspeed and the probability of
generating a missile were combined to arrive at the total probability
of miss1le generat1on considering various valve test intervals.

The evaluation has determined that Diablo Canyon could extend the test
frequency to once per six months and meet the NRC's reliabil1ty
criteria for turbine systems.

C. JUSTIFICATION

Presently, with the Un1t l DEH control system in manual, the turbine valve
testing can be performed. However, the difficulties in perform1ng the test
with the DEH system in manual, as described in section B.3, increases the
probab1lity of a reactor trip.
In order to perform the valve testing in automatic which minimizes the
plant's risk to a trip, the P-2000 computer would need to be repaired. In
order to repair the electronic card partial failure in the P-2000 computer,
Unit 1 would need to be taken to Mode 2. Since it is near the end of cycle
2 for Unit l, 1t would be difficult to maintain the unit in Node 2 due to
xenon buildup so the plant may have to be taken to Mode 3.

The present ongoing short power supply in California 1s not expected to
1mprove in the near future due to the low water levels in the hydroelectric
water reservoirs and a number of large fossil units be1ng out of service
for overhaul. This s1tuation could persist for a number of weeks until
suff1cient precip1tation has occurred to increase the ava1lable water
1nventory. As a result of the water shortage, the PG&E service system has a
critically short power supply such that if Diablo Canyon Unit 1 went off
the line the system could be as much as 500 HH short depending on the time
of day and day of the week. This could result in power shortage (and
possible brownouts in the worst case) in California.

Therefore, in order to meet the power needs of the PG&E service area and
minimize the risk of a reactor trip, Surveillance Requirements 4.3.4. 1.2.a.
and b. should not be required until seven days after Unit 2 is returned to
full power from the equipment outage which started on November 7, 1987.
The additional seven days after Unit 2 has been returned to full power will
allow the testing on Unit l to be performed on a weekend day when the PG&E
system demand is at a min1mum and a resulting reactor tr1p consequences
would be reduced.

D. SAFETY EVALUATION

Based upon the information provided above, PG&E believes that suspension of
the Unit 1 turbine valve testing until Unit 2 returns to full power from
the equipment outage which started on November 7, 1987 does not represent a
significant danger to the health and safety of the public based on the
following.
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The turbine overspeed protection system trips the turbine steam inlet
valves in the event the turbine reaches or exceeds 111 percent of rated
speed. The failure or unavailability of the turbine overspeed protection
system affects or contributes to the probability that the turbine will
overspeed and eject a missile. An evaluation was performed and documented
in WCAP-11525 of the need for periodic valve testing and to establish
appropriate test intervals to preclude this accident. The evaluation
performed consisted of construction of fault trees with the top event
giving the annual probability or frequency of overspeed. Failures of
turbine valves and overspeed protection components were modeled in the
fault trees as a function of the valve test interval. DCPP data was used
to quantify the fault trees. The probability of overspeed was calculated
for various test intervals. The evaluation also determined the probability
of missile generation at an overspeed condition. The probability of
overspeed and the probability of generating a missile were combined to
arrive at the total probability of missile generation considering various
valve test intervals. The evaluation in WCAP-11525 shows that the
probability of a DCPP missile ejection event for turbine valve test
intervals up to six months is less than the established NRC acceptance
criteria.

Based on the results of WCAP-11525 the suspension of the Unit 1 turbine
valve testing until Unit 2 returns to full power from the equipment outage
which started on November 7, 1987, does not represent a significant
increase in the probability of a turbine missile event.

In addition, a study of past surveillances conducted at the current seven
day interval show that a valve malfunction has never occurred in the
history of plant operation. This is supported by the assumption that the
clean, nuclear plant secondary chemistry programs established to protect
the steam generators has also contributed to better turbine valve
performance. One of the most significant failure modes assumed in the
current surveillance frequency was based on the higher probability of valve
stem interference due to chemical buildup. Valve testing surveillance
history shows that at DCPP, no observed valve obstruction has occurred that
affects the "tripabi lity" of these valves.

The combination of the proven reliability of the valve operability and the
results of the probabilistic risk assessment provide reasonable assurance
that the health and safety of the public will not be endangered.

E. NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS EVALUATION

PGandE has evaluated the hazard considerations involved with the proposed
amendment, focusing on the three standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as
quoted below:

The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the
procedures in paragraph 50.91, that a proposed amendment to an
operating license for a facility licensed under paragraph 50.21(b) or
paragraph 50.22 or a testing facility involves no significant hazards
considerations, if operation of the facility in accordance with the
proposed amendment would not:
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(1) Involve a s1gnificant increase in the probability or consequences
of an accident previously evaluated; or

(2) Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated; or

(3) Involve a significant reduction 1n a margin of safety.

The following evaluation is provided for the no significant hazards
consideration standards.

l. Does the change involve a significant increase 1n the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

As discussed in Section B.4, the DCPP turbine overspeed protection
system has been demonstrated by testing to have a proven reliability
of valve operability.

HCAP-11525 provides an evaluat1on of the probability of turbine
miss1le generation .,for the purpose of Justifying a reduction in the
frequency of turbine valve test1ng. In a letter to Hest1nghouse
Electric Corporation dated February 2, 1987 (C.E. Ross1, USNRC to J.A.
Hartin, Westinghouse), the NRC established acceptable criter1a for the
probability of generating a turb1ne missile. The evaluation in
HCAP-11525 shows that the probab1lity of a DCPP missile e]ection event
for turbine valve test intervals up to six months is less than the
established acceptance criteria. Based on the results of HCAP-11525
the suspension of the Unit l turb1ne valve testing unt1l Unit 2
returns to full power from the equipment outage which started on
November 7, 1987, does not represent a signif1cant increase in the
probability of turbine missile event. Suspension of the Unit l
turbine valve testing has no effect on the consequences of a turbine
missile event.

Therefore, based upon the demonstrated reliabil1ty of the turb1ne
valve system and the results of WCAP-11525, the proposed one time
relief Unit 1 turb1ne valve testing license amendment does not
represent a significant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility or a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed amendment does not change the kind, number or type of
overspeed protection components available. Based on the results of
HCAP-11525, suspension of the Unit 1 turbine valve testing until Unit
2 returns to full power from the equipment outage which started on
November 7, 1987 does not result 1n a significant change in the
failure rate or change failure modes for the turbine valves.
Therefore, the proposed one time relief Unit l turbine valve testing
11cense amendment does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.
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3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

As discussed in Section B.4, the DCPP turbine overspeed protection
system has been demonstrated by testing to have proven reliability.
The NRC has established acceptance criteria for the probability of
generating a turbine missile. WCAP-11525 demonstrates that
significant relaxation of the existing test interval can be obtained
without increasing turbine missile generation probabilities above
those previously accepted by the NRC. Based on the results in
WCAP-11525, suspension of the Unit 1 turbine valve testing until Unit
2 returns to full power from the equipment outage which started on
November 7, 1987 does not represent a significant increase in the
probability of a turbine missile event. Remaining within the
established acceptance criteria ensures that the probability of
damaging safety-related components, equipment, or structures as a
result of generation of a turbine missile does not exceed the limits
reported in the safety analysis.

Therefore, based upon the high reliability of the turbine valve system
and the results of WCAP-11525, the proposed one time relief Unit 1

turbine valve testing license amendment does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

F. NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

In conclusion, based on the above evaluation, PGhE concludes that the
activities associated with this license amendment request satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and,
accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is )ustified.

G. ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION

PGhE has evaluated the proposed changes and determined that the changes do
not involve (i) a significant hazards consideration, (ii) a significant
change in the types or significant increase in the amounts of any effluents
that may be released offsite, or (iii) a significant increase in individual
or cumulative occupational radiation exposure. Accordingly, the proposed
changes meet the eligibility criterion for categorical exclusion set forth
in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Therefore, pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), an
environmental assessment of the proposed changes is not required.
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